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PROJECTS Location rationale and risks Existing project Proposed project

River 
Edgelands, 
Cambridge 

2.1 Bench: Edgeland 
Diaries
2.2 Eddgeland 
Printscapes

 
near my house where I walk everyday but it is to crowded 
along a narrow towpath to walk safely with current COVID 
situation.

Market as a local: Good potential local art and tourist 
market for books and prints - it is an advantage I am local.

Photographs, drawings and 
prints going back to 2008. 
Bench was Assignment 5 for 
Landscape Photography
Bridge (not proposed here) 
VCAP photography and 
photoscreen

To update photobook on Bench based on new images and reflections from 
a sketchbook diary. (Illustration Sketchbooks A3)
To use the documentary approach from the new Bench as the basis for 
documentary photographs and art prints and cards in a wider range of 
print media.

Edges Shifting, 
Suffolk

3.1 Aldeburgh Diaries
3.2 Colours of 
Shingle

close to Cambridge with good campsites for regular 3-5 
day visits. Location where my partner will be doing OCA 
painting assignments, so I have transport. COVID-safe 
locations unless there are restrictions on travel. ‘Outsider’ 
work already done over extended period. But detailed 
interviews with local people probably not possible to next 
year.
Markets as a regular visitor:
Aldeburgh has a lot of tourist shops selling cards and 
books of the type I have in mind.
Shingle street has a dedicated core of international visitors 
and potential for selling cards and a book at the campsite 
and pub.

I used Aldeburgh extensively 
and have material pending 
from Illustration 2 because it 
lacked documentary narrative 
focus. Also background 
experience from VCAP. 

I had intended to use Shingle 
Street for VCAP and produced 
a draft Photobook. But I was 
unable to visit with COVID 
travel restrictions.

Aldeburgh I am proposing to do a small book using photographs of 
textures as the basis for a reflective history narrative. Based on new work 
on Aldeburgh as location for Psychogeography course and Illustration 
Sketchbooks A2.

Shingle Street I have a lot of background material that I am intending to 
work with as a collaged narrative over time - a bit like ‘Here’. And see how 
that goes with new interviews next year. At a minimum to properly frame 
my existing Photobook Draft. Possible documentary photographs and art 
prints and cards eg solarplate and drypoint

Edges Shifting, 
Norfolk

3.3 Wish Your Were 
Here
3.4 Norfolk Marshes

Close enough to Cambridge and my partner has to 
look after his father’s house until it is sold. So frequent 
extended visits easy, with good local contacts. My partner 
will be doing OCA painting assignments, so I have 
transport. COVID-safe locations for ‘outsider’ work unless 
there are restrictions on travel. But detailed interviews 
with local people probably not possible to next year.
Markets as a regular visitor with family connections: lots of 
tourist shops with cards, prints

I have a lot of photographs 
going back to 2008 and into 
this year.
I drafted a Photobook on 
Hunstanton.

To add more photographs with narrative to the Photobook of Hunstanton 
as a book about the coast. Possibly as a still image slide presentation. At 
least as a photo gallery.
Possible documentary photographs and art prints and cards eg solarplate 
and drypoint of the Marshes.

This area is mostly a potential fall back if COVID restrictions make work 
elsewhere difficult.

Cornwall

4.1 Walking St Ives
4.2 MINE
4.3 Wheal Dreams
4.4 Lost on the Way 
to Zennor

We have a holiday booked end September to mid October 
2021. My partner is intending to use Cornwall as the 
location for his final OCA painting module through to end 
2022, and goes to St Ives for painting courses. So I have 
transport.
But very dependent on COVID situation as to whether this 
will be possible before next Spring/summer.
Markets: St Ives tourist shops and campsite shops. But 
there are already many artists and printmakers from St 
Ives itself.

I used Cornwall, the mining 
area and St Ives for illustration 
and printmaking courses since 
2012. And VCAP Assignment 3.
I have unused material 
including a draft photobook 
and animated slideshow of the 
mines, documentary photos 
of fishing in St Ives and a draft 
photobook for the coast path 
Way to Zennor.

There is potential for:
- using my pyshchogeographic skills to do a humorous/satirical photobook 
of a series of serendipitous walks through St Ives grounded in library/on-
line research.
- doing a similar photobook on St Just and the mines, or at least make 
outline plans for future agreement with National Trust.
- doing a documentary video linked to Moving Image Assiognment 3 on 
the fishing area in St Ives, as well as possibility of some portraits with 
fishermen.
- completing the draft photobook of the Coast path with new photographs 
and reflections in a sketchbook diary.


